Sweet proteins represent a class of natural molecules extremely interesting for their potential use as safe low-calories sweeteners for individuals who need to control sugar intake, such as obese or diabetic subjects.

**Natural sweet proteins:**
Sweet proteins are all found in unrelated tropical plants and, apart from the common tropical plant origin, sweet proteins show no functional similarity among them either in sequence or in three-dimensional structure.

**Monellin:**
Natural monellin consists of two separate polypeptide chains, A (44aa) and B (50aa), linked together through non-covalent interactions. When heated above 50°C denatures losing sweetening power.

Recombinant single chain constructs, obtained by joining the two chains either by a direct amide bond (SCM) or by the insertion of a dipeptide linker (MNEI) were generated and found to be comparatively sweet as native monellin but with increased thermal stability which make the protein more suitable for the conditions employed in food processing.

**Why are sweet proteins sweet?**
According to the mechanism termed “wedge model” [1,2], sweet proteins activate the sweet-taste receptor (TR) by binding to an external site and thus stabilizing the active form of the sweet receptor (Aoc) even in the absence of small molecular mass sweeteners.

**A super-sweet MNEI mutant: Y65R**
In silico studies of the interaction between MNEI and the sweet taste receptor lead to the design of charged mutants of MNEI. Among them, the mutant Y65R was proven particularly promising for its high sweetness [4].

We have recently reported a thorough physico-chemical comparison of Y65R and MNEI [5], together with an extensive evaluation of their sweetness in different experimental conditions chosen to reproduce those of some common sweet drinks, which we believe could constitute the first applicable target of new sweeteners structurally derived from monellin.

**Given the growing global consumption of artificial sweeteners, recent environmental impact studies have stated the widespread distribution of saccharin, acesulfame, cyclamate and sucralose in water cycle levels that classifies them as “new emerging pollutants”**

**Preliminary safety evaluation**

The present study aims at the assessment of the ecotoxicity profile of two protein-based sweeteners derived from the natural sweet protein monellin, MNEI and its Y65R mutant, on representative organisms belonging to different trophic levels. Potential effects on the nervous system were evaluated by measuring the heart rate of Daphnia magna. Genotoxicity, mutagenicity and antibacterial activity effects of these two protein were evaluated. Enzymatic proteolysis experiments indicate that both proteins are readily degraded in small fragments, thus facilitating their biological turnover.

**These results demonstrate a low hazard and risk potential toward several aquatic organism and absence of genotoxic and mutagenic effects thus encouraging the marketability of MNEI and Y65R as new low calories and environmental safe sweeteners.**

**Future perspectives:**
It has been previously reported that under certain condition MNEI forms irreversible protein aggregates [7]. We believe that the combined effect sweetness-high thermal stability of MNEI and its novel derivative Y65R may represent promising potential for large-scale production of edible films. Such films could be used for food wraps, layers between food components, or heat-sealed to form sacks, sachets, pouches, or bags to contain dry foods or pre weighed ingredients. Edible protein-based films obtained by thermoplastic processes provide the opportunity to fulfill the consumers’ demands and expectations of new packaging systems that are convenient and environmentally friendly.